
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy 4th of July. 

 

We just wrapped up the third year of my four-year term and 10th legislative session since I was elected 

to represent District 69. I’ve tried to make thoughtful and deliberate decisions, and hope that I’ve 

represented you well at the Capitol. 

 

By now, you’ve heard that I jumped into the middle of the fray to help resolve – at least temporarily – 

the state’s fiscal crisis: 

 

Meet the woman behind the compromise proposal in the legislature 

https://www.theadvertiser.com/story/news/local/louisiana/2018/06/19/rep-paula-davis-woman-

behind-louisiana-legislatures-compromise/716739002/   

 

Anatomy of a legislative deal: How Louisiana lawmakers arrived at final 'compromise' 

http://www.theadvocate.com/baton_rouge/news/politics/legislature/article_fcd8c5ec-78b0-11e8-

86a3-ffd3d084b0f8.html 

 

Women in the Louisiana Legislature 

https://www.bestofneworleans.com/thelatest/archives/2018/06/24/it-has-been-a-good-ol-boy-

system-for-so-long-women-legislators-talk-frankly-about-navigating-the-louisiana-legislature 

 

This hard-fought compromise funded TOPS, Higher Education, Sheriffs, District Attorneys, Senior 

Citizen Centers, the Louisiana National Guard, the Department of Children and Family Services, the 

Attorney General's Office, and a dozen other agencies and programs that were facing drastic cuts that 

would’ve resulted in the immediate reduction of services for the people of District 69, East Baton Rouge 

Parish, and the State of Louisiana. I refused to allow higher education including our flagship university 

(LSU) to be cut by $100 million dollars. 

 

In simple terms, as of July 1, the state sales tax rate falls from 5% to 4.45%. If you spend $1,000 per 

month on taxable items, you’ll pay about $66 less per year in state sales tax.  Remember that utilities, 

groceries, and prescription drugs aren’t subject to state sales tax. These exemptions significantly reduce 

the regressive nature of sales taxes. 

 

Another immediate benefit from this compromise is that Louisiana’s credit worthiness was reaffirmed 

by Moody’s Investors Service with an Aa3 bond rating, the fourth highest rating, and the state’s outlook 

improved from “negative” to “stable.” This action reverses two years of downgrades. The higher the 

bond rating the lower the interest taxpayers must pay when the state takes out loans to build roads and 
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other construction projects. Big investors rely on analysis by Moody’s when determining how much 

they’re willing to pay for bonds the state uses to finance projects. All-in-all, a modest step in the right 

direction. 

 

Let me repeat, “a modest step in the right direction.”  I agree with the Pelican Institute for Public Policy 

(a conservative think tank) who recently said, “it’s tough to watch our elected officials continue to 

choose the broken status quo.” The Institute suggests that the Legislature should consider reforms to the 

tax structure and streamline government spending, which is consistent with recommendations from the 

2015 Louisiana Tax Study, Task Force on Structural Changes in Budget & Tax Policy, and the Tax 

Foundation. 

 

Of course, saying these things is a lot easier than doing these things in the legislature. There are 105 

Members in the House: 61 Republicans; 39 Democrats; three Independents; and two vacant seats. The 

two main parties have different political ideologies, and there are sub-groups within the two main parties 

that have different philosophies and priorities. Further, each elected official represents a diverse 

constituency. To wrestle the 70 necessary votes to pass structural tax and budget reform is a huge 

challenge and will only happen with bipartisan support since no party controls 70 members.   

 

We were forced to “choose” the “broken status quo” to resolve this epic fight over funding and 

budgeting because this was our only remaining option. Further, I refused to believe that continued 

inaction and gridlock were options, and I was sick and tired of seeing our college students (TOPS), 

higher education and medically fragile citizens (e.g., the Governor’s eviction notices to nursing home 

patients) be used as political pawns.   

 

We’ve attempted several structural tax reforms since I was elected before agreeing to this sales tax 

compromise. For example, corporate income tax reform recommended by the non-partisan tax experts 

came out of the first special session in 2016 and went to the voters in November 2016. District 69 voted 

against Amendment 3 by roughly 53-47% and only four precincts voted in favor of this structural 

corporate tax reform. The voters rejected Amendment 3, which would have done away with a tax break 

that allows businesses to deduct the federal income taxes they pay from their state tax liability. In 

exchange, corporations would have been taxed at a flat rate of 6.5%, rather than varying rates from 4% 

to 8%, starting in 2017. Louisiana's top corporate tax rate of 8% is higher than the rate in other states in 

our region and makes Louisiana look less friendly to business. Those proposed changes would’ve put 

Louisiana more in line with other states and would make our corporate tax code a little less complicated. 

 

During the 2017 regular legislative session, the House overwhelmingly supported other recommended 

individual and corporate income tax reforms. HB 353 (83-13) and HB 501 (85-13) focused on individual 

income tax reforms, and HB 356 (75-23) and HB 360 (75-21) focused on corporate income tax reforms. 

Disappointingly, each of these structural reforms were shelved by the Senate Revenue & Fiscal Affairs 

committee because they “did not raise enough revenue.” We must focus on structural reform, not raising 

taxes. 

 

So, feedback from the voters in 2016 and the results of political maneuvering in the Senate in 2017 left 

us in 2018 with only one option to fund critical services … sales taxes. Please note that property 

taxes/homestead exemption were never discussed as an option. Virtually any material change to the 

property tax requires a constitutional amendment that requires a super-majority vote of the legislature 

(70 votes in the House), as well as statewide voter approval. 

 



As for budget reform, I’ve mentioned that we have perhaps the most conservative House Appropriations 

committee in the history of the legislature, and we have a conservative majority in the House. In 2017, 

we attempted to reduce the budget a mere 2.5% to begin a modest retraction of the expanding cost of 

government. No legislature had ever taken this fiscally-responsible approach to spending. Unfortunately, 

the Senate rejected the House’s conservative fiscal approach. 

 

With sales taxes as the only funding option, we’d already run through several sessions just this year 

where there was absolutely no compromise between the parties.  While it might have looked like the 

parties were just fractions of a penny apart, that was just an illusion. The parties were miles apart and the 

gap included huge amounts of distrust. This compromise, while not perfect, took a great deal of 

teamwork and leadership from House Speaker Taylor Barras. 

 

Make no mistake, we still need and want true fiscal reform. We can’t continue to vote on temporary sales 

taxes and have higher education (TOPS) and healthcare remain the sacrificial lambs every time there’s a 

budget shortfall. The necessary changes will come with unlocking constitutional and statutory dedications 

to give us budgetary flexibility. We must also push forward with a Constitutional Convention focused on 

"state and local finance, raising revenue, allocation and expenditure of funds, education funding, and 

higher education." We need to change the state's broken budgetary dynamics and truly balance the budget. 

I intend to continue working with my colleagues during the final year of my Freshman term to change the 

way the State operates. It’s no easy task to turn a large ship in the ocean, so we must mark our successes 

in modest steps.  

 

I hope my latest efforts give you a greater sense of my good intentions, resolve and focus.  Thank you for 

your continued support and please keep sending me your thoughts, suggestions and questions. 

 

Paula 


